Прашања за провека на познавање на странски јазик (Англиски високо
ниво категорија Б)
English for Category B of administration servants (B1)

1. Life is a _________ deal easier for immigrants who can speak the local
language.
a) huge
b) big
c) great

2. Having _________ his driving test several times, Paul finally passed at
the fourth attempt.
a) taken
b) made
c) had

3. Gospel music has been a major influence _________ other musical
styles, especially soul.
a) to
b) about
c) on

4. Maintaining an accurate balance sheet is essential, ___________
business you are in.
a) however
b) wherever
c) whatever
5. The bank’s new burglar alarm was __________________ expensive.
a). lovely
b). pretty
c). nicely

6. The ________________ to find the thief took over a year.

a). detective
b). investigation
c). police
7. Your sister has a great ____________ ! And she’s really attractive, too!
a). personality
b). personal
c). person

8. I think you should be more polite. You shouldn't be so ____________
to get what you want.
a). aggressive
b). aggressing
c). aggressor

9. Simon ran from the ground floor all the way ________ to the fifth floor.
a). up
b). in
c). down

10.While the students______________ to the lecture, the air conditioning
went off!
a). are listening
b). were listening
c). had listened

11. This NGO often _________ university students over the summer
holidays.
a). takes up
b). takes in
c). takes over

12. This week my brother and I ___________ been learning how to play
tennis.

a). has
b). have
c). were

13. Skiing is a ____________ demanding sport but one could try it on
weekends.
a). physically
b). healthy
c). mental

14. What would you like to eat? Umm, I think _______ only coffee,
actually.
a). I’ll be having
b). I have
c). I’ll have
15. Dina is so ________________ - she’s always looking in the mirror.
a). cheeky
b). vain
c). jealous

16. Any job requires a certain amount of ________________ .
a). commitment
b). contract
c). connection
17. I’d like to ______________ that course on film make-up. It must be
really interesting.
a). go
b). attend
c). accept
18. Sheila’s got an _____________ to see someone in the Law Firm
tomorrow.

a). appoint
b). interview
c). appointment

19. You probably pick up a language most easily_____________ it as a
child outside a classroom.
a). for learning
b). to learn
c). by learning

20. The government asked the locals to avoid ____________ any water
which had not been boiled.
a). drinking
b). to drink
c). drink

21. Justin Leech _____________ a successful manager of a very large
company for seven years.
a). will
b). has been
c). is
22. I’ve been in this city for a long time. I ____________ here sixteen
years ago.
a). came
b). had come
c). has come

23. The construction crew might ____________ the bridge in time for the
holiday traffic.
a). finish
b). finished
c). to finish

24. I don't feel good. I _______________ home from work tomorrow.
a). staying
b). will have stayed
c). am staying

25. Charles wanted to know when the final decision ______________.
a). they will make
b). would be made
c). will be made

26. Brian arrived in Chicago on time ___________ he had missed the
first flight.
a). even though
b). because
c). nevertheless

27. Professor Stein _______________ international law in Hong Kong
next semester.
a). teaching
b). will be teaching
c). will teaching

28. The river Thames in London flows ____________ several bridges.
a). above
b). under
c). over

29. Jill decided to give up her job. It was _____________ mistake she has
ever made.
a). worst
b). worse
c). the worst

30. I _____________ for my friend at the bus stop when an ambulance
suddenly arrived.
a). waited
b). am waiting
c). was waiting

31. Don't worry, I _____________ you to the airport tonight if you want.
a). will take
b). take
c). am taking

32. She ________ living here for a couple of months so she hasn't made
friends yet.
a). had only been
b). has only been
c). is only

33. Will you wait for me? It depends _________ how long I'll have to wait.
a). on
b). of
c). to

34. I finished my salad and I'm still hungry; I _________ ordered
something more filling.
a). should have
b). must have
c). may have

35. I ______________ my lost keys when I was cleaning the car.
a). was finding
b). founded
c). found

36. Molly isn't very good __________________.

a). to draw
b). in drawing
c). at drawing

37. Cameras are not allowed in the museum; you ____________ take
pictures.
a). don't have
b). mustn't
c). must not to

38. Your books are all over the floor. Why don't you ____________?
a). pick up them
b). pick them
c). pick them up

39. What ____________? I don't know, check in the dictionary.
a). means this word
b). is this word mean
c). does this word mean

40. You look lovely; ___________ a new shirt?
a). did you wear
b). are you wearing
c). do you wear

41. I can't understand the instructions for this phone; they are _____
Chinese.
a). on
b). by
c). in

42."You will have to go soon." She said I _____________ go soon.
a). would have to

b). would had to
c). had to

43. _______________ the meeting is over, I will go home.
a). As soon as
b). Soon as
c). Until

44. _____________ the afternoon we went for a walk in the park.
a). On
b). At
c). In
45. Sometimes, playing sport is like a(n) __________ , you can’t stop!
a). addiction
b). performance
c). operation

